Abstract. This paper highlighted a new improved ant colony optimization algorithm was realized to deal with structures optimization problems efficiently, with several special improvements. The new algorithm procedure was written by the MATLAB language. The numerical simulation results demonstrated that this new methodology revealed more obvious advantage at truss structural optimization problems in discrete system. For the civil engineering designer, this new method is very simple and practical, and much more suitable.
Introduction
Truss structural optimization design is a critical and challenging activity that has received considerable attention in the last decades, because of its applicability in a wide range of practical design problems. In most engineering design activities, the design objective could be simply to minimize the cost of production or maximize the efficiency of production in minimal computational time and with minimal computer storage based on mathematical theory [1] , while considering multiple loading conditions, stress and displacement constraints, minimum size limits on members and so on. In recent years, the swarm intelligence algorithm involving ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization and so on, had been applied to the complex civil engineering successfully [2] [3] . As a research hotspot of swarm intelligence, the ACO was a recently developed based on population approach and had been successfully applied in several NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems.
Although the ACO had a great progress in many aspects, it was not satisfied completely for project in civil engineering, especially for truss structure optimization problem. In this paper, a new improved algorithm was presented and had been applied to truss structures optimization problem successfully.
Improved Ant Colony Optimization
Since the first ant colony optimization had been proposed by Dorigo in Italy, this algorithmic method had attracted a lot of researchers and had a significant level of maturity, included on parallel distributed computing, great research capability, and strong adaptability and so on [4] [5] [6] . As a research hotspot, it had made a great progress in performance, application field and optimum result. The improved ant colony optimization algorithm mainly included the following categories: Ant-Q System [7] , MAX-MIN Ant System [8] , Adaptive ACO [9] and so on.
The New Algorithm System
In the traveling salesman problem, a set of cities are given and the distance between each of them is known. The goal is to find the shortest tour that allows each city to be visited once [4] [5] [6] . Its main characteristic is that the pheromone values are updated by all the m ants that have built a solution itself in the iteration. The ant starts from a random city and iteratively moves to another city until its tour is completed and the ant should be back at the starting point. The new algorithm system has been improved as follow： 5th International Conference on Civil Engineering and Transportation (ICCET 2015) (1). Model Recombination: The basic ant colony optimization, including ant-cycle, ant-density and ant-quantity model, was explained the differences in details by Dorigo, in1996 . The researchers illustrated that the ant-cycle model optimized effect was the best. The mainly reason was that global information was taken and the searching ability and range was much stronger. The others only showed the local feature. In order to display different models' features, this paper recombined a new model with ant-cycle and ant-density model, named as ACO(C)+ACO(D)model.
(2). Local Optimization: In civil engineering desgin, the local optimal result was not equal to worse result. Selecting and exploiting the local optimum sufficiently was very indispensable. After the each iteration, the ants will look for the local optimization route in the defined region by ant-density model until meet the suspensive condition, in this paper. If the local optimization route is better than this iteration global optimum, it will be consider as substitution.
(3). Local Ant Database: The outstanding elements can be found or hided in anyone result, and can be considered as the impotent factor to develop convergence performance. In this article, the local ant database is built by these different sections, and these sections must be recorded by display frequency. The local ant database also needs to be updated after each search process. The excellent local sections not only provide the information of the "unimpeded section" and "block section" in the next local or global search, but also obviously reduce the frequency of seeking numerous similar results in this algorithm.
(4). Specific Definition: After the ants finish a normal global optimization by ant-cycle model, the algorithm procedure will enter into the local search part to find local result by ant-density model. The algorithm in the local search part was divided into two situations.1.If the program can construct a "special sections" after a global search process, the ants quickly seek the local optimal solution in "Scope 1"; 2. If a "special section" can not be constructed, the ants will hunt some undiscovered paths, and expand the colony's searching range and scale of the "local ant database" in "Scope 2".
The "Special Section" is considered as follow. After the each global iteration, the several same continuation visited cities usually can be found in the paths, whose length is shorter than the average level. The continuation visited cities can be defined as special section. The "Unimpeded Section" about continuation visited cities is conducive to find the best optimization in the local and global search progress and the ineffectiveness section is regarded as "Block Section". The "Unimpeded Section" and "Block Section" come from the local ant database and react against. The "Scope 1" is a local optimization region based on the special sections. In this scope, all the ants must visit these special cities one by one. To the contrary, the "Scope 2" means that the all ants can not visit these special cities which are several old special sections reported in the local ant database.
In this section, the complete operation process of the new ACO algorithm was introduced and the well-known traveling salesman problem would be as benchmark. It was organized as follows: Step 2. Cycle number: Step 6. Move the th k -ant to the town j , and insert town j in ) (s tabu k . Then, repeat the above until tabu list is full. {This step will be repeated ) 1 ( − n times.}.
Step 7. If m k < , the produce is going on the step 4. Otherwise it will run the step 8.
Step 8. Establish a "Local Ant Database" and seek some "Special Sections".
Step 9. If the program can construct a "Special Sections", it will go to the step 10, or to the step 11.
Step 10. The ants will quickly find out the best local solution in "Scope 1" according to the principle of "Special Sections" and "Unimpeded Section".
Step 11. The step will expand the scale of "Local Ant Database", look for some undiscovered paths and compel the next global ants to far away from previous search region in "Scope 2" according to the principle of "Block Section".
Step 12. Update the pheromone.
Step 13. If max N N < empty all tabu lists and go to step 2. In contrary, print shortest tour and stop it.
Truss Structural Optimization
Generally, the mathematical model that come from actual engineering design in structural optimization, is discontinuous, non-differentiable, multi-peak and so on, and many variables (for example: component size or section) are discrete. Additionally, it is approved that the ant colony optimization algorithm is better than other algorithms when solve truss structures cross-section optimization problems [10] [11] . In order to express its better efficiency and suit for practical engineering, the paper presents that the new ACO algorithm is used to structural optimization problem in discrete system.
25-Bar Truss Structure
The Fig.1 showed a 25-bar spatial truss structure. In this example, designs were performed for a multiple loading case. The material density E=68.96GPa, and ρ=27150.8N/m 3 . The structural members of this truss were arranged into eight groups. This spatial truss was subjected to the two loading conditions, and the maximum displacement limitations of ±8.89 mm were imposed on every node.The ranges of cross-sectional areas are {0.774, 1.355, 2.142, 3.348, 4.065, 4.632, 6.542, 7.742, 9.032, 10.839, 12.671, 14.581, 21.483, 34.839, 44.516, 52.903, 60.258, 65.226} (cm 2 ) . The control parameters of the present algorithm are given in Table. 1. The other data can be detailed specifications by relevant references [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The optimization processes are illustrated in Fig.2 , and the results are given in Table. 2. This table showed a good correspondence, with previous results, of the design obtained by the new improved ACO method, and its efficiency. The comparison indicated that the method of this paper gave a better optimal design than those optimization algorithms in this procedure with a weight about 2.0% lower. In a word, it could be approved that the improved ant colony optimization model was very useful and success in truss structure.
Conclusions
This paper highlighted that the new improved ant colony optimization algorithm worked well in truss structural optimization problem by MATLAB system. The detail conclusions were as follows. This improved model, which was regarded as ACO(C) + ACO(D) model with "Local Ant Database" and "Specific Definition", could find a good optimization result with convergence speed higher and search space wider. The numerical simulation results illustrated that the improved algorithm was obviously better than basic ACO and several better improved ACO algorithm. Therefore, this new improved algorithm have a good application prospect for the practical complexity engineering.
